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KEY=ANSWERS - SIDNEY BROOKLYN
THE BOY WHO GREW DRAGONS (THE BOY WHO GREW DRAGONS 1)
Bonnier Publishing Fiction Ltd. SHORTLISTED FOR THE WATERSTONES CHILDREN'S BOOK PRIZE 2019 LONGLISTED FOR THE BLUE PETER BOOK AWARDS 2019 'Irresistible ... a modern classic' GUARDIAN 'A warm-hearted debut ... lovely, expressive, characterful' SUNDAY
TIMES When Tomas discovers a strange old tree at the bottom of his grandad's garden, he doesn't think much of it. But he takes the funny fruit from the tree back into the house - and gets the shock and delight of his life when a tiny dragon hatches! The tree is a
dragonfruit tree, and Tomas has got his very own dragon, Flicker ... Tomas soon ﬁnds out that life with Flicker is great fun, but also very ... unpredictable. Yes, dragons are wonderful, but they also set ﬁre to your toothbruth and leave your pants hanging from the TV
aerial. Tomas has to learn how to look after Flicker - and quickly. And then something extraordinary happens - more dragonfruits appear on the tree. Tomas is oﬃcially growing dragons ... The ﬁrst book in a sparky and utterly enchanting new series.

FLOOD
Capstone A beautiful wordless picture book about the eﬀects of a ﬂood on a family and their home.

MATHS ENRICHMENT
NUMBER
R.I.C. Publications The book contains blackline masters of stimulating activities in mathematics.._

READING RECONSIDERED
A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO RIGOROUS LITERACY INSTRUCTION
John Wiley & Sons TEACH YOUR STUDENTS TO READ LIKE CHAMPIONS—WITH RIGOR, INDEPENDENCE, PRECISION, AND INSIGHT The world we are preparing our students to succeed in is one bound together by words and phrases. Our students learn their literature,
history, math, science, or art via a ﬁrm foundation of strong reading skills. When we teach students to read with precision, rigor, and insight, we are truly handing over the key to the kingdom. Of all the subjects we teach reading is ﬁrst among equals. Grounded in
advice from eﬀective classrooms nationwide, enhanced with more than 40 video clips, Reading Reconsidered takes you into the trenches with actionable guidance from real-life educators and instructional champions. The authors address the anxiety-inducing world of
Common Core State Standards, distilling from those standards four key ideas that help hone teaching practices both generally and in preparation for assessments. This 'Core of the Core' comprises the ﬁrst half of the book and instructs educators on how to teach
students to: read harder texts, 'closely read' texts rigorously and intentionally, read nonﬁction more eﬀectively, and write more eﬀectively in direct response to texts. The second half of Reading Reconsidered reinforces these principles, coupling them with the
'fundamentals' of reading instruction—a host of techniques and subject speciﬁc tools to reconsider how teachers approach such essential topics as vocabulary, interactive reading, and student autonomy. Reading Reconsidered breaks an overly broad issue into clear,
easy-to-implement approaches. Filled with practical tools, including: 44 video clips of exemplar teachers demonstrating the techniques and principles in their classrooms (note: for online access of this content, please visit my.teachlikeachampion.com) Recommended
book lists Downloadable tips and templates on key topics like reading nonﬁction, vocabulary instruction, and literary terms and deﬁnitions. Reading Reconsidered provides the framework necessary for teachers to ensure that students forge futures as lifelong readers.

KENSUKE'S KINGDOM
Scholastic Inc. When Michael is swept oﬀ his family's yacht, he washes up on a desert island, where he struggles to survive--until he ﬁnds he is not alone.

NAUGHTY BUS
THE IRON MAN
A clanking iron giant topples from a cliﬀ and lies smashed on the rocks below. Then his various parts begin to stir and reach out for one another. The Iron Man is ready to walk again, and he is very hungry.

SUBTRACTING FRACTIONS
Remedia Publications

DIVISION WORD PROBLEMS
Remedia Publications

THE RUNAWAY ICEBERG
Twinkl When the ice breaks and leaves Gaspar and Rossi ﬂoating alone at sea, they worry that they'll never get home! A little help from some new friends can get them so far, but can Gaspar ﬁnd the courage needed to get all the way home? Download the full eBook
and explore supporting teaching materials at www.twinkl.com/originals Join Twinkl Book Club to receive printed story books every half-term at www.twinkl.co.uk/book-club (UK only).

POWER MATHS YEAR 5 PUPIL PRACTICE BOOK 5B
The whole-class mastery approach that works for every child. Underpinned by the most eﬀective teaching practices, and created by a team of mastery experts led by Series Editor Tony Staneﬀ, Power Maths is designed to make the whole-class mastery teaching
approach work for you, your children and your school. The Practice Books provide just the right amount of intelligent practice for children to complete independently in the ﬁnal section of the lesson. The practice questions are for everyone - each question varies one
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small element to move children on in their thinking. All practice questions are carefully developed to reveal misconceptions. 'Reﬂect' questions help children to reason and show how deep their understanding is before moving on. Power Maths characters encourage and
challenge children to develop growth mindsets and work ﬂexibly. Calculations are connected so that children think about the underlying concept.

THERE'S A PHARAOH IN OUR BATH!
Penguin UK Tony Lightspeed is always bringing home sick and injured animals, so when he turns up with an ancient Egyptian pharaoh his family isn't too surprised.

GCSE GEOGRAPHY EDEXCEL B
Oxford University Press - Children A student-friendly and engaging resource for the 2016 Edexcel GCSE Geography B speciﬁcation, this brand new course is written to match the demands of the speciﬁcation. As well as providing thorough and rigorous coverage of the
spec, this book is designed to engage students in their learning and to motivate them to progress.

MAKE IT STICK
Harvard University Press Discusses the best methods of learning, describing how rereading and rote repetition are counterproductive and how such techniques as self-testing, spaced retrieval, and ﬁnding additional layers of information in new material can enhance
learning.

THE BOY WHO MADE THE WORLD DISAPPEAR
Simon and Schuster ***PRE-ORDER BEN MILLER'S LATEST BOOK, THE DAY I FELL INTO A FAIRYTALE, OUT 1 OCTOBER 2020!*** Following the breakout success of his instant festive classic, The Night I Met Father Christmas, get ready for the brilliant new novel from
comedian, actor and bestselling author, Ben Miller! ‘Stories are often about a good person who does a Bad Thing, and this is no exception…’ Harrison tries his best to be good. He doesn’t steal, he always shares with his sister and he never cheats at board games, but
Harrison also has a BIG ﬂaw … He can't control his temper! So when he’s given a black hole instead of a balloon at a party, Harrison jumps at the chance to get rid of everything that makes him cross. But when it’s not just things he hates that are disappearing into the
black hole but things he loves, too, Harrison starts to realise that sometimes you should be careful what you wish for... An out-of-this-world adventure about twists of fate, time travel and troublesome black holes, Ben Miller's stunning storytelling is brought to life with
beautiful illustrations from emerging talent Daniela Jaglenka Terrazzini. Praise for The Night I Met Father Christmas: 'A gorgeous tale brimming with the magic of Christmas. A sheer delight for all kids both big AND small.' Ruth Jones, award-winning writer and comedian
'Enchanting, funny and intriguing in equal measure' Philip Ardagh, bestselling author 'Bubbles with warmth and mischievous humour ... irresistible' Alexander Armstrong, presenter, comedian and writer 'A ﬁre-side gem of a story' Abi Elphinstone, bestselling author

TEACHING FOR MASTERY
John Catt Educational Mark McCourt is a global authority on the mastery model, one of the most powerful and proven models of schooling

THE BOY WITH WINGS
Pan Macmillan An ordinary kid is about to become an EXTRAORDINARY hero! Wings? Check. A super-cool, super-secret past? Check. An impossible mission to save the world from a fur-ocious enemy? Check. When Tunde sprouts wings and learns he’s all that stands
between Earth and total destruction, suddenly school is the least of his problems. Luckily, his rag-tag group of pals have got his back, and with his new powers, Tunde is ready to ﬂy in the face of danger. So what if he can’t even stand up to the school bully? He’s the
boy with wings – this is his destiny. No pressure then. . . Lenny Henry's brilliant ﬁrst novel, The Boy with Wings, for readers of 9 to 12, illustrated throughout by Keenon Ferrell. Includes an exclusive comic book adventure illustrated by Mark Buckingham.

THE GIANT'S NECKLACE
Synopsis coming soon.......

KS2 COMPLETE SATS PRACTICE PAPERS
MATHS, SCIENCE AND ENGLISH
Coordination Group Publication KS2 Complete SATs Practice Papers - Science, Maths and English

KS1 ENGLISH
GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION AND SPELLING
MENTAL MATHS YEAR 2
This book is written to match the objectives of the new National Curriculum and features weekly tests that provide regular mental maths practice.

KRINDLEKRAX
Penguin UK A very funny school story with weird and wonderful characters by the award-winning author, Philip Ridley. Ruskin Splinter is small and thin, with knock-knees, thick glasses and a squeaky voice, and the idea of him taming a dragon makes the whole class
laugh. Big, strong Elvis is stupid but he looks like a hero. So who is more likely to get the big part in the school play? But when the mysterious beast, Krindlekrax, threatens Lizard Street and everyone who lives there, it is Ruskin who saves the day and proves he is the
stuﬀ that heroes are made of after all.

KICK
Usborne Publishing Ltd Winner of the 2018 Branford Boase Award. Selected for The Reading Agency's Summer Reading Challenge 2018. Budi's plan is simple. He's going to be a star. Budi's going to play for the greatest team on earth, instead of sweating over each
stitch he sews, each football boot he makes. But one unlucky kick brings Budi's world crashing down. Now he owes the Dragon, the most dangerous man in Jakarta. Soon it isn't only Budi's dreams at stake, but his life. A story about dreaming big, about hope and
heroes, and never letting anything stand in your way.
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I-SPY BIRDS
WHAT CAN YOU SPOT?
HarperCollins

LEILA AND THE CITY OF THE CAT GODDESS
Twinkl The gods were such an important part of Leila’s world that she saw them in almost every aspect of her daily life – but she had never expected to have one as a pet. Leila is tired of the constant hustle and bustle that comes with living in Bubastis, the ancient
Egyptian city of cats, especially when an important festival is fast approaching. That is until, one day, she comes across a very unusual cat with a very unusual problem. With the city in danger and the festival about to be ruined forever, it’s a race against time to
recover a lost magical item from the depths of the pharaoh’s tomb and rescue the people from a dark and sinister threat. Can Leila and her new companion save the city of the cat goddess before it’s too late? Download the full eBook and explore supporting teaching
materials at www.twinkl.com/originals Join Twinkl Book Club to receive printed story books every half-term at www.twinkl.co.uk/book-club (UK only).

RACE TO THE FROZEN NORTH
THE MATTHEW HENSON STORY
8-12 Fiction When orphan Matthew Henson ran away from his violent stepmother to ﬁnd a new life in the big city, no one could have predicted that he would become the ﬁrst man to reach the North Pole. A little luck and a lot of hard work led to a life of adventure on
the high seas and in the Arctic, but back home in America his achievements were ignored due to the colour of his skin. Race to the Frozen North tells his remarkable true story.

FIRST ENGLISH WORDS
Collins An activity pack to accompany First English Words, winner of the Best Entry for Young Learners prize at HRH The Duke of Edinburgh English Language Book Awards 2012. The First English Words Activity Pack contains a broad range of fun, varied and engaging
activities and resources, inspired by the award-winning, beautifully illustrated picture dictionary First English Words. Young learners can meet, learn and practise their ﬁrst words in English and develop their literacy skills with the help of Ben, Daisy and Keekee the
monkey. Encourage a love for learning English and capture the imagination of children at home or in the classroom. The pack contains: - First English Words Picture Dictionary and audio CD with songs and words- First English Words Activity Book 1- First English Words
Activity Book 2- First English Words Teacher's Book- Audio CD with stories and words- Pack of 100 ﬂashcards (210 x 148mm)- Pack of 35 story cards (279 x 210mm)- 4 posters * Covers the ﬁrst English words children need to learn* Develops literacy and analysis skills*
Components are beautifully illustrated and in full colour* Activity Books contain plenty of space for children to practise their writing and drawing* Teacher's Book includes lesson plans, ideas for activities and games, and photocopiable resources* Audio CDs help
children develop listening and speaking skills and a love of singing and storytelling Also available: First English Words, First English Words Activity Book 1, First English Words Activity Book 2, First English Words Teacher's Book.

THE ICKABOG
As the legend of the fearsome Ickabog spreads terror in the peaceful kingdom of Cornucopia, best friends Bert and Daisy set out to discover the truth and bring happiness back to the kingdom.

THE CPD CURRICULUM
CREATING CONDITIONS FOR GROWTH
Crown House Publishing Ltd Co-authored by Zoe Enser and Mark Enser, The CPD Curriculum: Creating conditions for growth shares expert and practical guidance for schools on designing and delivering continuing professional development (CPD) that truly lives up to its
name. There is a wealth of research available on professional learning, from both within and outside the education sphere, and in this book Zoe and Mark pull it all together to help school leaders optimise teachers' ongoing learning and growth. Zoe and Mark explain
how schools can overcome issues with CPD that can leave teachers plateauing in their development after just a few years, and share a variety of case studies that illustrate the key components of an eﬀective CPD programme that builds on teachers' prior knowledge.
The authors spell out the importance of CPD and explain how, when done well, it gives teachers the agency to make professional decisions informed by the best evidence and experience they have to hand. Furthermore, they explore how high-quality professional
development contributes not only to a collaborative culture within the school staﬀ team and enhanced job satisfaction for teachers, but also to improved student outcomes. Split into three parts - intent, implementation and impact - the book covers a range of key
areas, including: coaching and mentoring, subject-speciﬁc CPD, empowerment and self-eﬃcacy, delivery methods and quality of materials. They also examine the current issues and common pitfalls surrounding CPD and oﬀer guidance on how it can be improved, with
clear end goals in mind. Suitable for school leaders, heads of department and CPD leads in all settings.

ISLAND TALES
A beautiful bound edition of award-winning storyteller Michael Morpurgo's enchanting and heartwarming stories about the Isles of Scilly: The Wreck of the Zanzibar and Why the Whales Came.

LETTERS FROM THE LIGHTHOUSE
‘THE QUEEN OF HISTORICAL FICTION’ GUARDIAN
Faber & Faber From the queen of historical ﬁction, Letters From the Lighthouse by Emma Carroll is a stunningly evocative wartime drama, and sure to keep you breathlessly reading to its very last page. We weren't supposed to be going to the pictures that night. We
weren't even meant to be outside, not in a blackout, and deﬁnitely not when German bombs had been falling on London all month like pennies from a jar. February, 1941. After months of bombing raids in London, twelve-year-old Olive Bradshaw and her little brother
Cliﬀ are evacuated to the Devon coast. The only person with two spare beds is Mr Ephraim, the local lighthouse keeper. But he's not used to company and he certainly doesn't want any evacuees. Desperate to be helpful, Olive becomes his post-girl, carrying secret
messages (as she likes to think of the letters) to the villagers. But Olive has a secret of her own. Her older sister Sukie went missing in an air raid, and she's desperate to discover what happened to her. And then she ﬁnds a strange coded note which seems to link
Sukie to Devon, and to something dark and impossibly dangerous. 'A gripping adventure.' Guardian 'A triumph.' The Bookseller 'Carroll sews together accessible history with a cracking plot and a character to love in the strong, principled Olive.' The Times, Children's
Book of the Week What readers are saying: 'I recommend that you buy this book now!!' Hugo, age 11 'Buy this book because it has lots of action, mystery and tragedy.' Joshua, age 10 'An amazing book.' Skye, age 9 'This is the book for you. It has secret, mystery and
suspense, how could you not like this?' Roman, age 11 'It will be the most incredible book you've ever read.' Ananya, age 9

THE HIDDEN LIVES OF LEARNERS
Nzcer Press The focus is on how students experience classroom learning activities and how they learn from that experience.
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MATHS, AGE 6-7
Collins KS1 Practice When it comes to getting the best results, practice really does make perfect! This math practice workbook targets every topic in Year 2 of Key Stage 1, and contains practice opportunities to help improve performance in tests and assessments.
Matched to the requirements of the National Curriculum, this math practice workbook is designed to target every topic in Year 2 of Key Stage 1. Based on new research that proves repeated practice is more eﬀective than repeated study, practice workbooks are
guaranteed to help improve performance in tests and assessments. Included in this book are questions for every topic organized into three levels of increasing diﬃculty, progress tests throughout the book for ongoing assessment, a section where children can record
their results and track their own progress, and a pull-out answer section.

EVERYBODY WORRIES
Oxford University Press - Children Even the bravest of the brave and the coolest of the cool worry. Worrying is normal when so much has changed. Inspired by conversations with his parent friends who weren't sure how to explain what is happening right now to their
small children, artist and writer Jon Burgerman decided to do something to help. I decided to write a book about worry and stress and how normal it is and how we can try and mitigate it. I think we might not acknowledge that small children worry as much as they do.
Without a means of expressing their anxieties the stress can manifest and have adverse eﬀects. It's important to talk openly about what is going on and that the feelings we're experience are being felt by a lot of people, and that by sharing and caring for each other
we can try and make it a little better.

THE FIREWORK MAKER'S DAUGHTER
Bloomsbury Publishing Lila dreams to become a ﬁrework-maker, just like her father. In order to become a true ﬁrework-maker, she sets oﬀ alone on a perilous journey to reach the terrifying Fire-Fiend. She travels through jungles alive with crocodiles, snakes, monkeys
and pirates, and climbs up the scolding volcano. On ﬁnding the Fire-Fiend, she realises more is at stake than she ever imagined. Will Lila survive? Lila’s is the kind of magical adventure that all children dream of and the gripping story of the ﬂeet-footed heroine will
livelong in the memory of anyone who enters her world.

NO NONSENSE GRAMMAR
Raintree Publishers 'No Nonsense Spelling' is a new complete spelling programme designed to meet the needs of the 2014 National Curriculum in a manageable way. Written by the Babcock LDP Primary Literacy team, the programme is easy to use, ﬂexible and
comprehensive, providing suﬃcient guidance to implement an eﬀective spelling teaching programme from Year 2 to Year 6.

FOUR OPERATIONS
Activities for addition, subtraction, multiplication, division.

10-MINUTE TESTS FOR 11+ ENGLISH AGES 9-10 - FOR GL & OTHER T
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